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A big hi to all innovators. Yes, in every person there is an innovator who have the idea for
something but they can’t make it available to world because of lack of information. That’s why I
am here to help you out. So first of all, we have to understand what is an idea? How can we make
available to the world? How youth can be a part of this? An is this possible that IP & youth can
lead towards better future of innovation? Then let’s join me to know few some facts and basic
things related to IP. Most of from you know that IP is an intellectual property of any person/group
of person’s own self-made creation in a form of any unique creation, any design, any invention. If
we have ability to make unique design, symbols, logo or any literary & artistic work then it’s our
own intellectual property. For such amazing talent, we should also beware of thieves for our
intellectual property. But not to worry! As solution is already there in a form of Intellectual
property rights to protect ideas, designs, trademarks and many inventions.
But there is again one question in front of all. There are already many innovations have been taken
place in world in form of inventions, design, trademarks and many things of this field. So, who
will make better future for by using IP? So as per my blog title, definitely the most energetic, most
intelligent and powerful generation: “Youth”. As all know that better future of any country depends
on youth of the nation. So similar way we can adopt this reality in this matter too. Our youth now
a days inventing many things to solve daily problems. Even we are taking live examples of Gujarat,
then many students work during COVID period to help doctors by making Robot who can directly
give medicine etc. to COVID infected patient, so doctors and nurse staff can directly not come in
their contact. This noble cause lead towards better future in this pandemic situation when all have
full of fear that how to assist and serve such patients. So, don’t you think that youth with their
innovating ideas are helping for better future? Obviously yes.
If I will add few more examples then it can be clearer. Now a days we all are watching famous
show Shark Tank India. In one of the episode one young guy with his friend’s help, preparing lots
of small machines for agriculture purposes to do needful to farmers. And that person is “Jugadu
Kamlesh”, Right? So, don’t we expect from our youth to be intellectual to solve many problems
of day-by-day life with their ideas and making it available to world for the better future of all?
Our youth is too much active on social media with different types of digital platform. And yes, I
am very much proud on our youth as they are very much advanced by using various advanced
technology. So, these both plus points of our youth greatly help towards the better future of not
only society, village or nation but for world too. Youth has an education. Youth having great circle
of educated people in their circle. They always stay updated with ground level to global issues. So
definitely with mind, intelligence, education, connections and ability to solve problems, youth can
easily helpful with their intellectual property for better growth in all sectors.

By reading this definitely you will think that this madam is flying in sky and not focusing on
limitations of youth. That who will help youth to execute their ideas with a proper way and how it
will be implemented? who will finance? how can it reach to bottom to top level of society? Am I
right? But friends, I am having all answers, and may be many of you are aware about its solution
too. There is a one separate department for the perfect organized Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. This the nodal Department in India for
administration of various laws related to IPRs.
There is a WIPO (World intellectual property organization) and global platform working in this
filed. So, we can say that we have officially many helping hand to make our idea into invention
for the betterment of society by giving solution to various challenging problems. If you will look
around you then from your morning bed tea to your sleeping bed time, we all are facing lots of
challenges and problems. But due to hectic and busy schedule we are not addressing such problems
in a proper manner. But we have a power and that is Youth, who is in his/her first year of graduation
study or somewhere at place where he can think and can do needful to society by using his/her/their
intellectual to do needful to society by giving tremendous solutions with ideas and innovations.
This is not necessary that, here I am using word "youth" many times, so its solely responsibility of
youth only. So dear friend, if any work come to me for quick and good output then definitely, I
will use my all-best resources to make things successful with positive and quick output. At the end
of success credit goes to me. But I will share it to my all helping hands. So, my dear friends, we
are expecting from youth so whoever is reading this blog have to spread awareness in youth, they
have to help & guide to our young generation that with their help how we can put steps towards
success?
Here, before ending this discussion, there is major problem of globalization increasing mobility
and become responsible for brain drain process which are more favorable for the creative ability
of various regions. So, government should think on that to give better opportunity to our youth for
their better growth and our intellectual can be with us in our country to solve various problems of
world to feel our nation proudful that youth of India is giving better future to world with their ideas
and innovation. Thank you, friends, for reading it with your full attention. I will get back to you
soon with more advanced information and discussion. Till then Bye & Take care. Stay safe & stay
innovative.

